IS LOCATED IN PESCARA, ITALY

PROVIDES:
we are here

t premium Spare parts service to the
international market;
t a wide range of Selected Second Hand
Machines for the disposable hygienic
industry;
t NEW equipment and retrofitting kits;
t technical assistance;
tconsulting services;
ta wide range of finished products for the
hygienic industry;
t ultra-violet sterilization system;

OUR MISSION IS SATISFYING
ALL CUSTOMER DEMANDS

Disposable
Products

COSMETIC PRODUCTS

DISPOSABLE PRODUCTS

STERILIZING HAND GEL

Disposable
Products

COSMETIC
PRODUCTS

The strength point of our products is practicality. The size of the Pocket Soap line is smaller
than a credit card, so it is very convenient to
carry out around. Today, everyone will have his
personal soap in the pocket, in the hand bag, in
the dash board, ...everywhere!
In the other hand, the luxury soap lines "Fleur
de Savon" and “Petal Soap” are imagined
for who want to combine elegance & glamour
with practicality.
Applications
- catering
- marketing
- restaurant
- hotels
- home and personal use
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That is the line created by SANIPRO that
proposes pocket soaps. These products are
cheap and disposable: every sheet of soap is
correspondent to one wash that have antiseptic function and leave hands, face and body
pleasantly perfumed.
The packaging is of various forms, colors and
quantity of soaps'sheets: rectangular, round or
ergonomic; with a big choice of colors and,
according to the models, different quantities of
soaps' sheet (10, 20, 50 pcs per cover).
t'-&631&5"-%&4"70/
-6963:-*/&
The Fleur de Savon are bud flowers shaped
that you can leave on show in their same packages or to put down in the accessories of the
bath room for being ready to use them. There
are the Petals too that are be part of the same
"Luxury soap line". Even the Petals are
contained in beautiful packages and they are
proposed in various colours.

t05)&3130%6$54
SANIPRO has other products to offer you too,
for example soap strips that find an excellent
and practical use in public places (restaurants,
hotels, gym, universities and so on...).
The soap line for children is equipped with
soap-dish animals shaped (bear, penguin, frog
and so on...). It will be more easy to call
children's attention by a product with funny
shapes and colours.
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SANIPRO proposes to its clients only First
choice quality Products.
SANIPRO is supplying as well, upon request,
the full support in your brand and product
range development and in some case, we can
even supply the finished products in bulk into
cartons to enable our clients to do the
packaging at their sites.
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SANIPRO have a wide range of hygienic
disposable first quality finished products such
as:
BABY DIAPERS
BABY BIBS
ADULT DIAPERS AND BRIEFS
SANITARY NAPKINS
UNDERPADS
WET WIPES
BREAST PADS
HOSPITAL PRODUCTS
BABY & ADULT LOTIONS AND
CREAMS
DISPOSABLE GLOVES
DISPOSABLE UNDERARM (SWET
PADS)
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STERILIZING
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`family use

`individual use

The hands are the main vehicle of bacteria
which can easly come into contact with nose,
eyes, mounth, causing troubles to our health.
`for kids

`wherever you want

This is the reason why SANIPRO has the
pleasure to advertise a new, fast and easy way
to sterilize the hands with a new range of
Sterilizing Hand Gel in 4 format:

· for family use
· for individual use
· for kids
· to carry wherever you want

VIALE MONTE SIRENTE 15
66023 - FRANCAVILLA AL MARE (CH) - ITALY

TEL + 39 085.45.54.330 / 91.99.604
FAX + 39 085.69.37.97
EMAIL
disposable@sanipro.it

SKYPE
SANIPRO.it-disposable-Giovanna

HTTP://www.sanipro.it

PART OF SANI-GROUP
HTTP://www.sani-group.com.

